President’s Message

NEWSLETTER

Linda Won

This time of year brings with it
many celebrations and traditions. One of my favourite traditions is stuffing stocking (quilted
ones of course) and finding just
the right special surprise to put
inside. I usually have to give my
family a few hints when it
comes to stuffing my stocking _
a package of sewing machine
needles, a Quilting Store gift
card, etc.
Speaking of needles, this fall, I
came across a simple and
inexpensive tip for organizing
your machine needles that
would be a perfect stocking
stuffer idea. Keeping track of
sewing machine needles can be
challenging, especially when
there are so many types of
needles to organize. An inexpensive bead box (I purchased
one at Michaels for just $5.75
with the 40% coupon) serves as
the perfect solution for keeping
your various needles segregated
by size and function. I purchased the snap-lock dividers
version that keep contents from
spilling and makes the box
virtually cat-proof.
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There are a couple of styles. So I
suggest you bring a package of
needles with you to make sure
they will fit in the individual
compartments. My bead box is
serving two purposes—one side
to store my needles and the
opposite side to store two of my
larger sewing feet.
Paste this picture on your refrigerator. Maybe someone in your
household will get the hint!

On behalf of the Executive
Committee, I hope that you take
time out during this Holiday
Season to enjoy all the activities
with your family and friends.
We wish you the best of the
season and our very best wishes
for the New Year.
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Announcements
Fundraising Event

Once again we will be collecting toothpaste, toothbrushes and other
toiletries for the Gloucester Emergency Food Cupboard.
The mission of the GEFC is to help families that find themselves in an
emergency situation. They provide these families with a 4 day supply of
food to help them through the crisis.
The food cupboard does not have a budget for purchasing non-food
items such as toiletries so they rely on special fundraising events such as
ours to provide these families with the little extras that sometimes mean
so much. For instance through one of our events they were able to
provide every client with a toothbrush and toothpaste as a little extra
during the holidays.
In November we collected 96 toothbrushes plus toothpaste and other
toiletries. On behalf of the Gloucester Emergency Food Cupboard thank
you for caring.
You may drop off your donations at the sign in desk.

Membership

Pauline McNally
Wendy Warren

Retreats

Barbara Till

Newsletter

Sylvia Gilfix

Challenge

Yvette Lessard

Webmaster

Sylvia Gilfix

Community
Projects

Victoria Van der Linden

Quarters
Club

Elizabeth Jones-Villeneuve

Quilt Show
Coordinator

Shirley Geiger

To reach members of
the executive write to
info@commonthread.on.ca

Cottage Industry Summer Contest 2009 Winners
Congratulations to the winners: Joan Ramsay-Burn who won $50.00 for
her quilt, and Liz Johnston who won $10.00 for her quilt top.

Invitation from OVQG
The Ottawa Valley Quilters’ Guild would like to extend a warm invitation to you and members of your guild to our monthly meeting Monday,
December 7th at 7:30 pm (7 pm Social) to hear our guest speaker Helen
Fujiki from Toronto, who will be presenting “Japan Through the Eye of a
Quilter”. Her slides and trunk show will be a wonderful opportunity to
expand your horizons, and you won’t want to miss her 50 stunning
wall-hangings up close.
Monday, March 1st we cater to the appliqué enthusiasts among us: our
guest speaker is Kathy Wylie, author of “Sewflakes”, a book about papercut applique. Her lecture takes a closer look at designs that are circular
or radiating in nature. Check out her website, www.kathykwylie.com,
and sign up for one or both of her workshops Feb. 27th and 28th, for
which some appliqué experience is helpful, but not essential.
We look forward to welcoming you at our meetings and workshops.
Janet Patch, OVQG—Publicity
www.ottawavalleyquiltersguild.org
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Quilt Musings

from the typewriter of Jane Maddin
I really do enjoy EVERY part of quilting.
I love to look at pattern books and
magazines, trying to picture what the
quilts that I like would be like in the
colours that I would do them in. I LOVE
to buy the fabric (although I’m pretty
sure that I would try the patience of Job
while I pick out the fabrics that work
perfectly together, in my mind anyway!)I
enjoy cutting the strips or blocks out,
especially when I have a cutting table
that isn’t cluttered with ‘stuff’ AND
that is high enough for me. I LOVE sewing
the pieces together with my little
Kenmore sewing machine. I usually strip
piece my blocks, but sometimes I just
can’t stand the suspense, and I have to
finish a few and sort of put them together on my design wall, just to see what it
is going to look like! I love putting the
blocks together, with or without sashing,
and getting the borders, with or without
corner stones onto the completed centre
so that you can see what the quilt is
going to look like.
I don’t mind getting the backing ready
(although I have never actually pieced
blocks for a back) even though they tend
to be made out of the same piece of fabric, and I can hardly bear the suspense
before I get to start machine quilting.
And I enjoy binding – I sew it on by
machine and turn it and sew it by hand,
and I love that step — it isn’t dependent
on the sewing machine AND you can do it
and chat (and what do I do better than
to chat?) Did you notice that I missed a
step? The only part of quilting that
I’m ambivalent about (okay, I sigh a
lot when I’m ready to do it!)is making
the sandwich.
I quilt by machine. And that is FAST,
as a general rule. And I am DRIVEN to
finish the quilts that I start. When I
start making the quilt, I can hardly wait
to have a finished quilt. I think one of
the reasons that I like binding so much
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is because it is the signal that the
quilt is DONE.
So back to the sandwich. I glue the
darned thing together. I don’t like the
smell of the glue (I’m sure it isn’t good
to breathe!) I don’t like trying to get
the glue off of the hardwood on the
living room floor, nor am I spectacularly
interested in laying down newspapers so
that I don’t get it on the floor in the
first place (although I do lay the
newspapers down; listening to my hubby
complain about the glue is not pleasant
either...)
What I really dislike about gluing the
quilt parts, though, is being on my hands
and knees on the living room floor. It is
HARD work. In my last house, the living
room was on the back of the house and the
backyard was quite private (due to the
fact that I don’t especially care for
hedge trimming and the cedar hedge was
20 years old and at least 20 feet tall!)
So I would open the patio door so that I
didn’t gas us all, sweep the living room
floor to within an inch of its life to
pick up all the cat hair, and then I
would take off my jeans and my slippers
and socks! Have you ever tried to crawl
around on the living room floor on your
hands and knees in a pair of jeans? If
you haven’t, don’t! Then I would masking
tape the backing to the floor (face down)
(usually with the help of the hubby), lay
out the batting to make sure that it fit,
and lay out the quilt top to make sure
that IT all fit. Then I would fold things
back halfway and spray, and smooth things
out and spray more halves until the whole
thing was stuck together.
My new house has the living room on the
front, so I guess that crawling around on
the living room floor in my underwear is
now a thing of the past! Probably a good
thing, altogether! Have fun, however you
baste it!
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Community Projects
Victoria Van der Linden
Community Projects Committee: Victoria Van der Linden, Catherine Senecal, and Barb Donaldson

How does the
committee work?
You can sign out a bag of
donated fabric to sew into a top
or finished quilt; or sign out a
quilt top to be quilted; or donate
a quilt; or donate fabric and
batting—come see us for details.
Remember: we will pay for your
batting if you quilt a quilt for us,
or contact us ahead of the
meeting and we will bring a batt
cut to the size of the quilt you
have made.
1. The Common Thread Quilt
Guild collects monthly
donations of Cuddle Quilts
for use on the isolettes at the
General Campus. The tiny
at-risk babies look less clinical in their quilt-covered
bed, and the families take the
quilts home. Barb Donaldson
can tell you more about
sizes, can show you patterns,
and can give you donated
fabrics and batting. Thirty
cuddle quilts were turned in
at the November meeting.
CUDDLE QUILT SIZES: Check
out the new size requirements:
for optimum utility, please make
your Cuddle Quilts 18" x 24",
or make them 22" square. Our
battings and backings are cut
24"x 24" to finish 22" square. It
is up to you to provide for the
18" x 24".
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2. We support the Victims of
Violence outreach program
with young child/teen/adult
themed Comfort Quilts
(40" x 60".) Thirty-nine were
delivered in November.
3. We support the St. Mary’s
Community Outreach Centre
with baby/child themed
quilts (anything from 30" x
40" to 40" x 60"). The young
mothers benefit from counseling and instruction.
Twenty-one were delivered
in November.
4. We have committed to
making eleven 65" x 80"
single bed quilts to donate
to the LifeHouse program
administered by the Ottawa
Mission. These quilts are not
given away to their clients,
but are there to decorate the
rooms and make them a
happier place for the men
enrolled in the five-month
program.
What You Can Do To Help:
We now have the last two
kits ready to be assembled
for the Mission: you get 99
striped squares, 99 batting
squares, and 99 backing
squares ready for you to
quilt, join, and clip the
seams. Eight of the eleven
quilts promised have been
completed. Can you help
with the last two?
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Labels
Ladies, even though you are
encouraged to be creative in
your quilting activities, we ask
you to be a conformist when
attaching labels to Guild community project quilts! Please follow the guidelines below when
labeling your Cuddle Quilt, or
any larger quilt:
1. Turn the quilt face down.
Locate the lower right corner.
2. Place the label diagonally
across the corner with the
words facing you
3. Either pin or baste the outside edge of the quilt to the
label. Trim the excess label.
4. Attach binding to the quilt
edge, catching in the edges
of the label. You do not have
to sew down the long edges.

Thank you for all the work you
do to help those less fortunate.
A pretty quilt warms people
inside and out! Have a happy
Christmas season, and visit our
table in January for new patterns
and ideas for 2010.
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Membership

Pauline McNally and Wendy Warren
Guild pins are available at membership desk for
$5.00. Guests are always welcome to attend
guild meetings. Guest fees are $4.00.
Membership fees remain at $30.00. To date
our total membership is 200.

Come May 2010 both Wendy and Pauline will
be retiring. Membership is part of the Executive
Team and therefore plays an active part in Guild
decisions. The Membership portfolio gives you
the opportunity to be part of a team and to make
new friends.
Team work has added benefits. Two years ago
we both volunteered to help with membership
not knowing each other. We soon formed a
partnership and find it works very well. We
find sharing duties gives us the freedom to travel
and carry out our personal obligations while
letting us be active participants in the guild
administration.

Authorized PFAFF Dealer

Offering a Full Range of Supplies
for the Creative Quilter:
Fabrics
Notions
Books, Patterns, & Classes
Sewing Machines & Sergers
2211 St. Joseph Boulevard,
Orleans, Ontario K1C 7C5
Tel.: (613) 834-3044

If you would like more information concerning the Membership Portfolio see Wendy or
Pauline.
NOTE: When signing in please have your
2009/10 RED MEMBERSHIP card ready to avoid
delays.

NEW LOCATION

2679 Alta Vista Dr., Ottawa, ON K1V 7T5

613-521-9839
Open Monday to Thursday 10 to 5:30 • Saturday 10 to 5
Friday 10 to 5 (except July & August)

[Alta Vista Shopping Centre—Alta Vista Dr. at Bank St.]
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Quilt Show 2010

My Committment
Shirley Geiger

As chair of the quilt show committee, I feel obligated to enter a
quilt in the upcoming show. As
chair of the quilt show committee, I know that I will be busy
with the show and (take a deep
breath) I can’t do my usual hurry
up and finish the quilt at the last
minute because I did my usual
procrastinating and thought I
had all the time in the world to
do a wonderful job but oh no
now I’ve got to get it done
because the deadline is just
around the corner!
So I am making my commitment
to the show easy on me. My quilt
gift is to myself is the gift of time,
as I already have a quilt top that I
completed last month.
It has taken me seven, yes
SEVEN, years to get this far. I am
calling it the Seven Year Itch. It’s a
pattern that I fell in love with
from the first Nickel book. I had
just finished a quilt with triangles
and swore I wasn’t doing triangles
again for a very long time. Yup,
this pattern is all triangles. I
worked on the quilt twice a year,
each time I went on a retreat to
Providence Point in Lanark. Then
I stopped going to Lanark. The
quilt sat in my UFO box for
years. Wanting to have a quilt for
the show, it finally got done. All I
have to do it get it quilted, sew
on the binding and a label. I’ll
probably pin on the sleeve,
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because I will be in the hurry up
and finish at the last minute
because I did my usual procrastinating....you get the picture!

My Gift from the Heart
Shirley Mack
A few years ago I decided to
make both my daughters a quilt.
Bonnie, being the eldest, was
first on my list. The colour of the
over-all pattern, that I chose for
the Kaleidoscope pattern
contained greens, pinks and
yellow range. I happily started
the quilt and showed it to my
daughter. She looked at it and
stated, “Mom, I am sorry but
Marc (her husband) can’t stand
greens”. Fortunately, my other
daughter, Cheryl looked at it
and said “Mom, I’ll take it!”
This left me with the problem:
What do I do about Bonnie? I
decided on a shopping trip with
her, where she could pick out a
pattern of her choice. Bonnie is
an engineer, who likes shapes.
The pattern she chose was
called “Twisted Star”, a paper
pieced creation, designed by
Judy Neimeyer’s son, Bradley.
Bradley’s design was done for
an engineering economics
course. The time came to
choose the colours for the quilt.
I scanned a black and white
outline of the pattern into the
computer and e-mailed it to her.
She made several copies and
experimented with various
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colours, chose her favourite and
gave it to me. I also received
many coloured copies from my
grandchildren.
The time arrived for me to
choose the material. By this
time I was in Arizona, as a
winter snowbird. After choosing
the colour scheme and
purchasing the material, I
opened the pattern and read
the directions. My heart sank.
The pattern was composed of
42 triangles and 10 half triangles. Three triangles made up a
star pattern. The larger triangles
each contained 48 paper
pieces.
Never one to shrink at a
challenge, I started cutting and
sewing. I have a back problem
which limits my sewing time. It
took me three years to finish the
quilt and the work in progress
was hauled back and forth from
Ottawa to Arizona as well as to
my cottage. Along the way there
were many frustrations and
much ripping and re-sewing. I
was delighted with the finished
product as was my daughter. It
was truly a gift from the heart.
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Karine’s
Quilting
Touch

• Fabrics
• Patterns
• Notions
• Sewing Ma
• Classes
• Creative Id

Quilt making services
Karine Chapleau
kchapleau@rogers.com
(613) 824-9598
Appointment required!
Services guaranteed
Pick-up and delivery service available
Bilingual service available

Authorized
Pfaff
Singer Sewing
Machine and Serger Dealer Sales an
• Fabrics
• and
Patterns
• Notions

• Sewing Machines
• Classes
Mon-Fri
10-5 Sat 9:30–4
• Creative
Ideas
104 Elgin Street West, Arnprior ON

• Special occasion coming up? Why not have a
memory quilt made? Let me quilt it for you!
• Do you have that quilt top that just needs quilting?
Let me help you. Give me a call.

Phone (613) 623-0500 • Fax (613) 623-0434 • Email: info@sewinspired.ca • www.s
Authorized Pfaff and Singer Sewing
Machine and Serger Dealer
Sales and Service
Store Hours Mon-Fri 10-5, Sat 9:30–4

• Get your quilt back within a month!

106 John St. N, Arnprior ON

Upon presentation of this ad, you will
receive 10% off any quilting services.

Phone (613) 623-0500 Fax (613) 623-0434
www.sewinspired.ca Email: info@sewinspired.ca
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Challenge

CHECK THIS OUT

fantasy

Christmas is almost upon us and we’re thinking
of everything we want to accomplish. That in
itself is a FANTASY.

A couple ladies have told me how they’ll use
the fabric to create their fantasy wallhanging. I
love listening to people who are so enthusiastic
about what they are doing.
Catherine Patterson’s fantasy is to be set up
with her sewing paraphernalia on the lawn (or
deck) of the cottage on the point at Harmony
Bay. On one side is the Ottawa River, on the
other a tranquil bay. The sun is dappled, the
trees rustle in the breeze, the birds sing cheerfully and she sews while nature surrounds,
sooths and entertains. She doesn’t stop until it is
time to go back across the Bay to Bob’s cottage
to pour the wine before supper. The next day
she goes back and sews some more!
We have sold 39 fabric bags ... only one left.
I’m hoping it sells.
Have a Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year!
Yvette
Sewing Tip

Rubberized shelf protectors are wonderful
to prevent your sewing machine foot

pedal from slipping all over the place.

Just cut a piece larger than your foot

pedal and place it underneath the foot

fabshophop.com
Sylvia Gilfix

I confess! I enjoy shopping online. I love to let
my fingers and mouse do the walking ... often.
Obviously I enjoy looking for fabric. On one
such hunt I happened upon a logo of a bunny
and the words YOU FOUND IT. I’m quite
cautious about what and where I click on
online, but that day I thought ... oh what the
heck ... I’ll do it. Well I was introduced to the
world of fabshophop.com, an on-line shop
hop. (There’s even a shop specializing in
batiks.) I have found some fabulous shops,
and more importantly, some really good
bargains.
I must warn you that pretty much all
of the shops are in the States so the prices
are in American dollars. Of course the fabric
is also sold by the yard not meter. However, I
have found good quality fabric I like for as
little as $4.99/yard. So when the Canadian
dollar is high, even with exchange and
shipping charges included, I’m still getting
a good deal.
Of course this won’t replace actually visiting
a quilt shop in person and seeing the fabric
close up. Plus there’s no one on-line to help
you pick coordinating fabric...you’re on
your own.
All that being said, sometime this winter
when you’re stuck at home and you’re
looking for inspiration, check out the
fabshophop ... looking is free and fun.

pedal. Also, if you have trouble with your

sewing machine 'walking' across your
table, this same product will help.
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